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(54) IMPROVEMENTS IN AND RELATING TO
HEAT-EXCHANGE TUBING

(71) We, NORANDA METAL IN-
DUSTRIES, INC^ a corporation ontanised
and existing under the laws of the State of
Delaware^ United States ofAmerica, of 1530

5 Curtis Road, BelHngham, County of
Whatcon, State of Washington, United
States of America, do hereby declare the
invention, for whidb we pray that a patent
ma^ be granted to us, and the method by

10 which it is to be performed, to be par-
ticularly described in and by the following
statement:

—

-

This invention relates to a method of
forming beat-exchange tubing, particularly

15 to finned heat-exchange tubing.
The type of heat-exchange tubing with

which the present invention is concerned is

provided with inwardly extending fins, or so-
called "inner" fins, on its peripheral wall.

20 /Tubing of this type is well known for its

heatrexchange properties which vary from
-good to excellent, depending on the inner-
fin pattern and size« the particular heat-
exchange application, and other factors.

25 ftpwever, even this type of tut^^ does not
lend itselfto' certain exacting iieat-exchange
requniements for various applications.
There are several reasons for tlus, and chief
among them is that heat^exchange of the fins

30 and ako the peripheral wall of such tubing
with fluid pas^ng through the latter is

inadequate for certain purposes r^ardless
of the height and number of the mis.

In accordanc^e with the present invention
35 there is provided a method of forming heat-

exchange tubing, which comprises irroviding
a round metal tube blank having a
longitudinal axis, a peripheral wall about
said axis, and longitudinal inner fins on said

40 wall, said fins being of equal height and
spaced from said axis; and partially flat--

tening the blank from two opposite sides
into a substantially oblong cross-section
with two opposite, parallel wall sections

45 spaced apart such that the fins on one
oppoate wall section extend witii tiieir

at least to theYevel of the tips of tEe Ehd oa
[Price JJp]

the other opposite wail section. In thus
forming the heat-exchange tubing, which
may aptiy be termed -flat" tubing, the 50
number, height, spacing and direction of the
fins therein may be selected from the wide
variety of fin patterns and sizes which may
readi^ be formed in round tubular blanks
according to different known methods, but 55
which could hardly, and never practically'
be formed in flat tubing. Moreover; extreme
simplicity characterizes the reformation of a
round inner-fin tube blank into flat tubing of
this kind in accordance with the present GO
method, as by passing the round blank be-
tween rotary compaiuon rolls or drawing the
same through a die, all in a angle pass, for
example. Mpreover, reformation m- - this
fashion of a round tube blank particularfy 65
with helical inner fins into flat tubing of this
type brings the fins mto an entirely new and
extremely effective cooperative relation, in
that the then straight fiins on the respective
flat wzU sections abut and are inclined to 70
and cross each other, with the result that
these fins sharply divide and divert into
different directions at each cross-section of
the tubing,much of the fluid flowing through
the entirely finned passage in the tubing. 75
The present invention seeEs tolorm heat^

exchange tubing of this type accdrdmg to
the aforementioned method, and.wMch is

subsequently further defonned ia cross-
sectionally or lonmtudinaQy curved fashion, 80
thereby to reinforce the tubing against
spread-apart of their opposite Hat wall
sections under pressure irom fluid passing
through the tubmg.
The invention will now' be described 85

further, by way of example, with reference
to the accompanying drawings* in which:^

—

Fig. 1 is a plan view of heat-exchange
tubing formed by a method according to the
present invention; go
Hgs. 2 and 3 are sections through, the

tubing taken on the lines 2—2 and 3—3,
respectively, in Figs. 1 and 2;

Fig. 4 is a cross-section through a round
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hmer-fin tpb blank from inliich the tubing
of Figs, 1 to 3 is fasluoned;

Fig. 5 is a section through the tube blank
on the line 5

—

5 in Fig. 4;
Hg. 6 is 9 cross-section through a second

emb diipent of heat-exchange tubing
formed by a method according to the
present invention;
Hg. 7 is a section throuRh the tubing

substantially along the line 7—7 in Fig, o;
Fig. 8 is an enlarged section through part

of the tubing substantially along the hne 8

—

8 d F^ 7;
Fig. -9 is a cross-section through a third

embodiment of heat-exchange tubing
formedbjamethod accordingto the present
invention;

Fig. 10 is a section throagfh the tubing of
Fig. 9 along the line 10—10 thereof;

Fig. 11 is a cross-section through a fourth
embodiment of heat-exchange tubing
formed by a method according to the
present invention;

Fig. 12 demonstrates a step in the for^
mation of heat-exchange tulnng by a method
in accordance with the present invention;

Fig. 13 demonstrates a modified step in
the formation of heat-exchange tubing by a
method in accordance vdth the present
invention;
Hg. 14 is a cross-section through a fifth

enibodiment of heat-exchange tubing
formed fayametfiod'accordingto tiie {present
invention;

Fig. 15 is a dde view, partly in section* of a
heat exchaLnger embodying the heat-
exchange tubing;

Fig. 16 is a section through the heat-
exchffiiger along the line 16—16 in Hg. 15;

40 Fig. 17 is a side view, partly in section, of a
modified heat-^changer embodying the
heat-cxch«^e tubing;

Pig. 18 is a view of the heat*exchaztge
tutnng with a longitudinal twist;

Fig. 19 is a section through the heat-
exchange tubing which is also cross-
sectioncd|y curved;

Fig, 20 is a {>erspective view of the heat-
exclmnge tubing which is also bent
lon^udinally into successive heMcal turns;

Fig, 2t is a cross-sectioo through a ^zth
embodiment of heat-exchange tubing
formed by a method in accordance witii the
present invention:

Fig- 22 is a cross-section throug|h a round
firmed tube blank from which the heat-
exchange tubing, of I^g. 21 is fashioned; and

Fig. 23 is a cross-section through a
seventh embodiment of heat-exchange
tubing formed by a method in accordance
with the present invention.
R^erring to the drawhigs, and more

particularly to Figs. 1 to 3 thereof, the
reference numeral 10 desipiates heat-
exclmnge tubing having a peripheral metal
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wall 12 of oblong cross-section and a
multitude of m tal fins 14 witii tips 16. The
pei^heral wall 12 provides two flat op-
podte. and preferably parallel, wall sections
18, and opposite ade wall sections 20 which 70
join th flat wall sections 18, with tiie Oat
waQsections idconstituttngihthisinstahpe a
farpredominant part of tiiewan 12. The fins
14, w}dch project inwardly from the wall 12
and are preferably formed integrally 75
therewith, are of the same height which is
such that the fins on either flat wall section
18 extend with their tips 16 to the level of
the tips of the fins on the opposite flat wall
section (Fig. 2), so that the entnemtEiar of 80
the flat tubing is within reach of the fins.
Succesdve fins 14 on the waU 12 are
preferably equally spaced, and the fins on
^ther flat wall section 18 extend parallel to
each othcfT and at an inclination to the 85
longitu^nal axb x of the tubing, with the
fins on the respective wall sections 18 being
abo inclined to and crosdng each other (Fig.

With the interior c^the flat tutnng being 90
witlun full reach of the fins 14. the entire
passage through the tubing is divided into
mdividual flow channeb ^ which xnakes
for pood heat-exchange between the fluid
passing through the tubing and the fins 14 as 95
weU as peripheral waU 12 of the tubhig.
Heat-exchange between such fluid and the
fins andperipheralwall of the tutm^ is even
enhanced by the incfination to each c^er of
the channels on the oppo^te flat waU 100
sections 18 (Hg. 3), in that they shaix^
divide and divert into difiereat
much of the fluid passing therein at each
crossrsection of the tttbin«.
Hie **flar metal tubing 10 is ad- 105

vantageously formed fixnn a round inner-fin
tube blank 24 (Pi^A and 5) in accordanece
with an exceedmgly ^ple method. For
reasons more fully apparent hereinafter, the
peripheral wafl of theblank 24 is of the same 110
thickness and peripheral extent as the wall
12 of the flat tubing 10, and the fins of the
bJank are of the same height and thickness,
and also spaced, as the fins 14 of tiie tubing,
wherefore the periphend wall and fins of the 115
blank are appropriately designated by the

• reference numerals 12 and 14, respectively,
Le^, tile same as their counterparts of the flat
tubine. iPurther, the fins 14 on the round
waU 12 of the blank 24 extend longitudinal^ 120
belicalfy at the same hefix angle throughout
(F^5» 5).

The inner-fin tube blank 24 itself rnay be
fomsed in eoiy known manner, including
br&ztng or otherwise jcuning i^erted fins to 125
the round wafl of the blank, but preferaUy
by displacement, according to different
known methods, of metal from the wall of
the blank into grooves on a mandrel therein
to form the fins 14 integral with the walL 130
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One such method is disci' sed in the prior
United States natent No. 3,422»518, dated
January21» 1%9, with tins method involving
externally swaging a cylindrical tube blank

5 against a grooved mandrel therein in a single
pass of di blank over and bey nd the
mandrel, whereby metal from the blank wall
is displaced into the mandrel grooves to
form the fins. This method is preferred, not

10 only because the same is highly eiScient nnd
readily lends itself to the formation of an
innenfin tube blank of most any desired fin
pattern and size, but also because the
swaging of the blank over the mandrel

15 entails quite extensive elongation oi the
blank. Such extensive elongation of the
blank and the formation of the fins ex-
clusivelyby metal from the blank waU enf^
a considerable reduction of the wall

20 thickness of the Hmshed inner-fin tube
blank, which is highly advantageous in point
of heat-exchange of the tube waQ, and hence
also the entire tube, with a surrounding
tennperature-modifying meicHlim, such ^ a

25 cootiaEnt, for example.
The method of fomung the inner-fin tube

Hank 24 into the flat tubing 10 simply in-
volves partially flattening the blank to form
oppodte peiipherat waS portions tfaereiof

30 into the Ifat parallel waK sections 18^ wMch
concludes the formation of^e flat tubing
10. Such partial flattenix^ of the round
blai^ 24may be achieved in ai^ suitable
manner^ as by fmssing. the blank Between

35 rotary companion mm 30 and 32 in
directiiEm of the arrow 34= (Fig. 12^, or by
drawing the blaikk through- a die 36 in the
direction of the arrow 38* (Fig: '13>.

It follows from the preceding that the
40 peripheral watt 12 of the flat tubing 10

mdeed the same wall 12 of the blank^ 24
wMch remains of the same thickness and
peripheral extent. It is now also apparent
that the fins 14 oftheblank24and of theHat

45 tubing 1(X are indeed the same and retain
their height and thickness as^ well as their
spacing from each other. Further, in the
course of partial^ flattening the round
blank 24, thehelicalty extendiia^'fins 14 wiH,

50 over the extent of theHat wallsections 18 of
the tubing, be extended into straight
di^odtion (Fig. 3).

To bring the fins 14 for att practical
purposes within full reach of the interior of

55 the flat tubing 10, the fin^in the round tube
blank must obviously be spaced some
distance from the axis of the blaftk. In this
connection^ it has been found that for a
given inside diameter of the blank, the fin

60 height may vary widely from less than the
thickness of the penphoral blanl: wall to
many times such wall thicknesses, ^lith the
fins of any height within thus wide range
being adequately spaced from the axis of the

65 blank for its formation into flat tubing in

which the fins are within flill reach of the
interior of the tubing. Within this witte range
of fin height, and with available rotind inner^
fin tube blanks of many different fin pat-
terns and sizes, it is po&sible to obtaiti liHde^ 70
different flat inner^fin tubiiig which nbt only
has good heat-exchange properties, but also
meets other requirements, sucfi a$ a
specified voliimetric flow' rate of flilid

through the tubings orto keep pres^tire drop - 75
of passing fluid in the * tubing within
prescribed liinits, for example. Thus, the
number of fins, their height-wiflfiti flie a^ove
wide range, and the penpherai extent of the
wall of flat tubing may vary widely to meet 80
man^ different, includihg heat-exchange,
requirenietttSL instofar as the hcdg^ht of the
fins is concerned^ the same is for mahy^ but
not an, applications greater fbon the
thicknessf of the perip&Bral waH of fite 85
tubing.

-----

Reference isnowhadtoHg; 6 and 7wMch
show flat inner-fm tubing Wa that l^aacatl^
differs from the described tubing 10 in that
the fins 14ti on either flat wall Action 18a 90
extend with their tips 16a beyond vthe level
of the- tips of he fins on the oppo^te flat
wait sectio .ut remain spaced from the
latter. The flat tubing 10a may otherwbe be
Hfce the tubing 10 and^ henee,. formed from 95
the sanie^ round imserHSn tube blank 24
(Figs. 4 and 5), with the tub^g 10a being
formed by the same method as the tube 10,
excn^ that ffie romtd blank is partially
flattened to. an extent at which the fina on 100
the opposite flat widl sections' interpro}ect.
In thus pao^afly flatfening the round blm^
the^os l4a on the oppositef^t wall sections
iSa are at, and over the evcent of» their
crossings 40. interpressed and thereby in- 105
terlocked diie to mi^al denting of the fins
thereat as at 42 (Fig; fi^. Thus,^ne to the
mutual denting of thjSr fiuos at their crossii^
in consequence of partially flattening the
round blank to the »tent of part-way m- 110
tetprojecdng the fins on the opposite flat
wait secttons^ the fin pattern as such
remains intact and is not distprted (Rg. 7).
Owingto thepart-way mte^rojectiott of the
fins in th& tubingr ute fluid part 115
therethrough is quite tortuous in am^ event,
andltn^ even vairy con^derdt>ly with iBl- .

ferent degne^ of snterprpjection of the
fins. Different intetprojection of the fins, is-

tfaus another tool toynad achieving good 120
heatrexchange. and meeting other wtdeljr
varying reqmrements, sudh as voluinetnc
flow rate of a fhnd passing through flie

tubing^ or to keep pressure dropr oi the
passing fhiid witlun presaibed'tuDoits. 125
Reference is now had to F|gs. 9 and. 10

winch show flat heat-^xcfaange tubing * iod
that is formed from a round inner-fin tube
blank (not shown) in which the fins extend
parallel to the axis of the blan^. Thus, in" 130
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partially flattening the round blank in ac-
cordance with the present m thod, aU the
fins 14^ in the flat tubing xtend parallel to
the longitudinal axis xb. In this exCTiplaiy

5 flat tubing* the fins 14b n the oppoate flat

wan sections 18^ interproj ct to some
xtent, though it is entire^- bvious that by

different partial flattening of the blank the
fins on the flat oppoate waD sections 185

10 mayintcrproject to a different extent, or the
tips of the fins on either flat wall section IBb
maywith their tips extend to the level of the
tips of the fins on the other flat wall section-
18b-

15 . In the case of flat tubing of which the fins
extend parallel to the longitudinalaxb of the
tubing, as in Figs. 9 and 10, it is ^Iso fea^le
partial^ to flatten the round inner-fin tube
blank to the extent where the fins on either

20 fiat wall section extend with their tips to the
opposite wall section, ixitli such heat-
exchange tubing 10^ being shown in Fig. 11.
In this tubing 10c, successive fins 14c mvide
the interior of the tubing into flow channels

25 22c which, in contrast to those in the
described tubing 10, lOa and 10&, are closed
to each other.
In the described flat heat-exchange tubing

10 to 10c, the two oppo^te flat waU sections
30 constitute the predominant part of the

peripheral wafl of the tubing. While this is

preferred for exacting heat-exchange and
also other requirements of many ap-
plications, such as coolii^ the transndsdon

35 on of automotive vehicles, just to mention
one. such application, the advantages of
having the &is witfun full reach of the in-
terior of flat tubiiig are secured even where
the two flat oppoate waD sections do not

40 constitute a predominant part, or even
constitute less than one-half, of the
peripheral wall of the tubing. Thus, Fig. 14
shows flat heat-exchange tubing IQd of
which the flat opposite wall sections 18d

45 constitute less than one-half of the
peripheral waU 12<f of the tubing, with the
round inner-fin tube blaidc (not shown) from
which the tubing is fashioned being, in
accordance with the present method^

50 i>artially flattened to an exemplary extent at
which die fins 14<f on eitfa^ flat \^11 section
l&f extend with their tips to the level of the
tms of the fins on the other flat waU section
18</. Further, the indicated fin height for the

55 also indicated peripheral extent and
thickness of the wall of the tubing obviously
falls within the aforementioned fin-height
range within which the fins in flat tutnng are
brought within fuH reach of the interior of

60 the tubing.

Reference is now had to Hgs. 15 and 16
which show a heat-exchange unit 50 uring a
length or piece 52 of flat inneHSntubifig^for
example a piece of the flat tube 10a ofl^gs.

65 6 and 7. The opporite ends 54 and 56 of £e

tube pieces 52 are in communication with
the interior of castings 58 and 60, with the
tube ends 54 and 56 being fitted in, and
conveniently brazed to, slots 62 in the
respective casings 58 and 60. The casings 58
and 60 have tapped holes 64 and 6o for
connection with conduits throng^ which to
lead a fluid, liquid or gas, to and from the
unit 50 for temperature modification, such
as copHng, for instance.
WMie in the described heat-exchance unit

50 the end casings 58 and 60 and their slots
62. are rectangular in section ^ig. 16), Hg.
17 shows a heat-exchange unit 70 of which
the end casings 72 and 74 are orcular in
section. To this end, the length of piece 76
of ioner-fm tubing is, in its fonnation from a
round inner-fin tube blank, partially flat-
tened only over its k>ng^diaal extent / so
that opposite end lengths 78 and 80 of the
tubing remain cyHndrical, and these
c^indbncal end lengths 78 and 80 axe
connected with the cadngs 72 and 74.
In many heat-exchange appfications, the

fluid i^ssing through the flat inner-fin
tubing is under operating pressure ^idiich

may be suflicienUy high to *'open*' the
tubdng by forcing die oppose flat sections
of the peripheral wall more or less apart,
such as the flat wall sections 18 to 18c cl the
described tubing 10 to 10c, for example, and
thereby greatly reducing the heat-exchanee
cai»icity of the tubing, if not rendering the
tubing unfit for further use in a particidar
heat-exchange application. Opening of the
tubing in this fasjiion and from this cause is

in many cases prevented by additionally
curving or twisting the tubing lon^tiidinally,
transversa, or bofli longitudinally and
transverse^, and thereby reinforcing the
tubing against such opening. Thus, a l^i^th
90 of the flat inner-fin tubing may be twisted
about its lon^tudmal axis x 18).
whereby" the tubing becomes., rarve^
longitudinallyaswell as transversely» ov^ its

lengthwise extent, and is thereby reinforced
against opening und^ internal pressure.
The tube lengfli 90 niay be twisted by
forcing the same 'ttm>ugh a corresponding
twisting opening in a die 92.

Fig. 19 shows a piece 94 of flat inner^fin
tubing i^ch is transverseljr curved for*
reinforcement against opening under in-
ternal jvressure. The initiiJly flat tube piece
94 may to flus endbe drawn throi^g^a^£^
with an opening of the outline of the cur-
ved tiibing.

Fig. 20 shorn a inece 98 of flat inner-fin
tuning which is lon^tudinany curved for
reinforcement against opening under in-
temai press^l This is achieved in iQUs
instance by bending the flat tubing around a
cylindrical arbor 100. The exemplary tube
piece 98 is of quite extensive lengtti with
correspondingly large heat-exchange
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capacity, and in ord^ greatly to reduce th
lengthwise expanse . f the longitudinal^
curved tubing, the tubing is bent around tfae-

arbor, 100 in successive and more or less

5 closely adjacent helical turns 102.
While the flat heat-exchange tubing

described so farhas only inner^fins, such flat

tubing may have both, inner and outer fins.

Thus, Fig. 21 shows flat heat-exchange
10 tubing 104 which has inner and outer fins

106 and 108. The tubing 104 is, in ac-
cordance with the present method, formed
from the round inner^and-outer fin tube
blank 110 (Fig. 21), The outer fins 108 ex-

15 tend in this instance parallel to the axi^ of
the blank, but they may also extend
hefically, with the partial flattening of the
round tube blank into the flat tubing being
in either case entirely feasible on providing

20 companion flattening rolls, for example,
with snhable ^ots for clearing, the omer
fins.'

Reference is now had to Fig. 23 which
shows fiat heat-exchange tubing lOe that

25 may be like the tubing 10 of Rg. 2, except
that there is interposed between tiie tips loa
of the fins i4e on the opposite flat wall
sections 18^ a longitudinal strip 112 of any
suitable brazing materiaL One of these strip

30 materials, whi^ is commercially available,
is sold under the trade mark S£Lr^FOS and
manu&ctured by Handy and Harman. The
brazing strip 112 is inserted in the course of
flattenmg the initially round inner-fin tube

35 bUnk into the flat tubing 1(^, with the strip
1 12,which is shown of exaggerated thidkness
for clarity^s sake, being engaged by the tips,

of the fins. The flat tubmg lOe is then
heated, as in a furnace 114, for example, to

40 meh the brarang str^ 1 12 and brace the fins
together at their crossing tips, with the
excess brasdng material spreading, over
nearby XKirtions of the fins. The tubing 10^,
being thus brazed together at the crossing

45 tips of the fins, will not open under
operational, including particul^y tn^,
internal fluid pressures. Brazing of flat

tubing at the crossing tips of the fins is in-
dicated where higher internal operational

50 fluid pressiires are involved, and especially
for applications of such tubing which
require that the same remains fiat and is not
to be curved for reinforcement against
opening under internal fluid pfcswire. t>f

55 coulee, brazing of flat tubing in this manner
appliesas fully for tubing in which the inner-
fins become interpressed in the course of
flattening the initmOy round inner-fin tube
blank into the flat tubing, as in F\g, 6, for

60 example.
^

„ Reference is hereby drawn to copendmg
Applicadon No. 51818/74 (Serial No.
1390782) (Noranda Metal Industries Inc.), in
which :fliere is disclosed and claimed a

65 ' longitud^al heat exchange tubing com-

prising a peripheral metal wall having two
oppoate spaced wall sections and two
opposite side wall sections joining said
opposite spaced waQ sections; and spaced
metal fins proj cting inwardly of the tubing 70
from said wall s ctions and extemfing
longitudinally of the tubing; and wherdn the
fins on either of said opposite ^aced wall
sections are inclined to Uie longitudinal axis,
of the tubing so that the rite on one. of said 75
'opposite spaced wall sections are indined to
and cross the fins on the other of said op-
podte spaced wall sections, and the fins on
either of said opppate spaced wsdl sections,
and' the fins on either of said o{^asite go
spaced wall sections extend with their tms
beyond the level of the tips of the fins cm the
other opposite wall section but are spaced
from said other opposite wall section.

WHAT WB CLAIM IS:— 85
1. Method of fonning longitudinal heat-

~

exchange tubing which comprises providing
a round metal tube blank having a
longitudinal axis, a ])eripheral wall about
said axis and longitudinal inner fins on said 90
wall, said fins braig of equal *height~ and
spaced froin said axis; and partially fkit-

tening the blank from two opposite ddes
into a substantially oblone cross-sectiLqn
with two opposite, pafaQel wall'^^c- 9S
tions spaced apart such that the fins ononp
opposite wall section extend wffid ihenr ti^
at least to the level of the tips of the fms tm
the other ^opposite wall section.

2. Method of forming longitudinal heat- IQO
exchange tubing as in claim 1 in which ^e
blank is partially flattened between rotaty
companion rolls.

3. Method of forming lon^tndinal heat-
exchange tubing as clauned in claim 1 in • IQ5
which the blax^ is partially flattened by
drawing the same through a die.

4. Method of forming longitudinal heat*,
exchange tubing as claimed in claim 1, 2 or3
in which the fins on- the peripheral wall^of 110
the round tube blank extend helically dEereol
in paraUel relationship whereby in said
partial flattening of the blank the fins- on

' said oppoate wall sections are inclined' to
and cross each other. 1 15

5. Method of forming longitu^nal heat-
exchange tubing as claimed in any of claims
1 to 4 in which the blank is partially flat-

tened to space said opposite sections a
distance apart at which the fins on. each 120
opposite wall section extend with their, tips

beyond the level of the fins on the oHiet
opposite wall section but are spaced from
the latter. _

6. Methcxi of forming lon^tudinal faeat- 125
exchange tubing as clauned in claim -5, in

which in the partial flattening of the btoik,
&e fins on the opposSte ' 'v^^lT' sections,

respectively, are at their crossngs^ la-
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teipressed into interlock ^mth each other*

7. Method of forming Icmgitnifinal heat-
exchange tabtng as cfethned in amy of claims
1 to 6, in which the tubing is aibseqaently
bent lon^tu^nally thereof.

8. Method of forming longitudinal heat-
exchange tubing as chimed in any of claims,
1 to 7,.in which the oppodte wall sections'
are subsequently bent to [nxsent an arcuate
crpss-sectLdn*

9. Method of fanning langjtudii&al heat-
exchanpe tnbii^ as claimed in any of claims
1 to 6 m which the tubing is subsequent^
twisted about its longitudinal axis.

10. Mistfaod of foriiDing Icrngitudinal heat-
exchange tubing as claimed in any of claims
1 to 6 m which the tubing is sulisequent]^
bent into heHcal form with the opp<»te wall
sections parallel to the axis of &b heOcal
form.

11. Method of forming longitudinal heat-
exchange tubing as claimed in any of claims
1 to 10 which further comprises, in the
course of partially flattening the blank and

before the opposite wall sections reach the
deared spacmg, inserting between the tips
of the^ fins on said flat wall sections,
respectively, a metal brazing strip; and,
subsequent to the partial flattei^g oi the
blan^ heating the tubing to melt said strip
and the'reby braze the fins on opposite wall
sections together at their crossing

12. Method of forming longitudinal heat-
exchange tubing as claimed in any of claims
1 to 11» in whi^ said tube blank is further
provided with outer fins on said wnll, and
ssaA blank is partially flattened, hnsm . two
opposite ades with the outer fins remmning
outstanding from said walL

13. A method of tnwlri^g a heat ex-
change tubing as cdaimed in claim 1, sab-
stantia% as her^befdre described wi&
reference to the accompanying drawings.

W. P.THOMPSON& CO.
12 Church Street.
Liverpool LI 3AB,

Chartered Patent Agents.
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